PhD Plus Program
Lunch and Learn Seminar

“Product Development in Large Companies”

Matthew Clark, PhD.
Signal and Image Processing Engineer,
Northrop Grumman Information Systems

Matthew Clark’s day job is as a Signal and Image Processing Engineer at Northrop Grumman Information Systems in Raleigh, N.C., where he fuses signal processing and digital design techniques to create small intelligent sensors. Dr. Clark also visits Duke University regularly to recruit for Northrop Grumman’s Future Technical Leaders Program. At various points in his career, Matthew’s title has included the terms software, hardware, ASIC, signal processing, and program manager for TRW, GTRI, Hughes/Raytheon Missile Systems, Nortel Networks, Intel Americas, TASC and Northrop Grumman. Matthew earned a bachelor’s degree from St. Andrews Presbyterian College. He also holds a bachelor’s degree in computer engineering, a master’s in electrical engineering and a doctorate from Georgia Tech.

Time: Wednesday September 25, 2013, 11:45 AM-1 PM
Location: Schiciano Auditorium, Side A, CIEMAS

Register at: [http://goo.gl/c7h4UL](http://goo.gl/c7h4UL) by Tuesday, September 24, 2013 at 5:00 P.M.

A limited number of lunches will be available for registered attendees on a first come first served basis. Please bring your Duke ID to swipe for attendance.

For more information, visit our website at [http://phdplus.pratt.duke.edu/](http://phdplus.pratt.duke.edu/) and ‘Like’ us on Facebook: Duke Ph.D. Plus!